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Abstract
Fake news, disinformation campaigns, xenophobia, political resentment, and a general backlash on equality issues mark
the current political climate. In this context, the idealism of the Swedish welfare state has gained a specific symbolic value.
This article investigates how the idealisation of Sweden as a modern and gender-equal country was articulated as a focal
point in the establishment of threat and crisis narratives in the political debate of the refugee crisis of 2015. The article
shows how progressive and egalitarian ideals were viewed as outdated and naïve, but at the same time put forward as
core values worthy of protection. The title refers to the statement made by the Swedish Prime Minister in 2015 stating
that “Sweden has been naïve” and serves as an example of how the myth of Sweden as an exceptionally modern, secular,
and equal society was evoked in processes of securitisation, nationalistic protectionism, and normalisation of xenophobia.
The article concludes that the articulation of Swedish exceptionalism in the establishment of threat and crisis narratives
may reproduce and enhance social inequality and polarisation.
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1. Introduction
The idealisation of Sweden as the most secure, mod-
ern, and gender-equal country in the world, expressed
in the metaphor of “the people’s home”, is a powerful
discourse (Martinsson, Griffin, & Giritli Nygren, 2016). It
works as a form of path-dependency (Cox, 2004) that
limits national policies as well as influencing foreign pol-
icy, for instance, expressed in the current government’s
acclaimed feminist foreign policy. Critical studies have
raised concerns about how the construction of a form
of Swedish exceptionalism needs to be examined as a
form of power struggle, calling attention to how it con-
tributes to the silencing and normalisation of racist and
gendered power asymmetries and excluding practices
(de los Reyes, Molina, & Mulinari, 2002; Habel, 2012;
Martinsson et al., 2016; Schierup & Ålund, 2011). In this
article, I want to address how the idealisation of Sweden
as secure, modern and gender-equal tends to gain a
certain symbolic function in narratives of crisis. When
Donald Trump stated “look what happened in Sweden”,
the idea of Swedish exceptionalism was used to evoke
a sense of alarmism. This form of rhetoric is not unique
to Trump but has also gained influence on the political
discourses in Sweden. During the most dramatic events
of the so-called “refugee crisis” in autumn 2015, liberal
and right-wing politicians and commentators evoked the
scenario that Sweden was facing a “system collapse”
(Martinsson & Reimers, 2017; Scarpa & Schierup, 2018).
The sense of collapse was dramatically charged with
xenophobic discourses on migrant men sexually harass-
ing women and supposedly being unable to adjust to the
assumed gender-equal Swedish society (Rogberg, 2016;
Stiernstedt, 2016).
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These forms of alarmism were reinforced and gained
legitimacy in November 2015 after the Swedish govern-
ment presented the dramatic decision to stop migrants
at the border. The title of the article, that “Sweden
has been naïve”, refers to the statement made by the
Swedish Prime minister Stefan Löfven, leader of the
Social Democrats, at a press conference due to the in-
creased terrorist threat against Sweden on 19 November
2015 (Kärrman, 2015). The security police had just de-
cided to raise the terrorism threat level and the Prime
Minister argued that the security police had to be given
an extended mandate of surveillance. The statement
came just aweek after the change in the Swedish refugee
policy, which went from liberal to radically restrictive. At
this specific press conference, it was stated that there
were concerns that a terrorist had crossed the border
into Sweden and that this fear must be taken seriously.
The aimof this article is to elaborate how the idealisa-
tion of Sweden as a modern and gender-equal country is
articulated in current processes of securitisation. I am in-
terested in how crisis situations provide opportunities to
launch dramatic changes that may violate the very same
ideals that it claims to be defending. The statement that
“Sweden has been naïve” is considered as an example
of how the myth of Sweden as an exceptionally modern,
secular, and equal society is used to gain legitimacy for
securitisation, nationalistic protectionism, and normali-
sation of xenophobia.
The article takes builds on ethnographic research (see
Acknowledgements) carried out by professionals that
work in the field of societal crisis preparedness and cri-
sis management in public authorities in Sweden. This re-
search focuses on howgendered norms inform crisisman-
agement, especially howmasculinity constructions are re-
produced and challenged through notions of protection
and risk. It focuses on how professional expertise in this
field is gendered and informs what area of risks is articu-
lated as central reference objects in this kind of work (Er-
icson, 2017a, 2017b). The research has been carried out
in relation to the last couple of years’ dramatic events in
Sweden in terms of terror attacks, wildfires, potential mil-
itary conflicts, and the so-called refugee crisis of 2015. In
this article, I want to specifically discuss the aspect of the
refugee crisis in the political debate since this case stands
out as a rather unsettling or silencedmatter in interviews
and observations.Migration could not as easily be used in
making claims on protection and security in comparison
with terror attacks, wildfires, or potential military con-
flicts. I became curious about why the dramatic events
of 2015 were seldommentioned in interviews and obser-
vations as a useful reference object. When mentioned,
it rather served as an unsettling event that dramatically
exposed the limited scope of crisis preparedness work
(Ericson, 2017b). In this article, I will discuss this unset-
tling dimension, but also focus on how the refugee situa-
tion of 2015 influenced the political debate and how gen-
der equality served as a focal point in the establishment
of threat and crisis narratives in relation to this situation.
The article begins with a presentation of theoreti-
cal approaches to securitisation and masculinist protec-
tionism, followed by two sections targeting how securi-
tisation and masculinist protectionism influence the po-
litical debate on migration in Sweden. The first focuses
on how threats to the gender-equal and secure Swedish
society were established in relation to the changes in
the Swedish government’s migration policy in November
2015. The second focuses on how the imaginary defense
of the gender-equal and secure Swedish society justified
a form of necropolitics where some lives were rendered
ungrievable. The article then ends with a section that
draws out the article’s main conclusions.
2. Securitisation, Risk Management, and Neoliberalism
Securitisation is a concept used and theorised in widely
different fields of research (Balzacq, 2011). The process
of securitisation is sometimes described as a specifically
important political regime and as a new world order
following the aftermath of the September 11 attacks
(Agamben, 2005; Butler, 2004; Puar, 2007). However,
theoretical works on the concept of securitisation and
the societal processes that it designates go further back
than this, not least the so-called Copenhagen School
(Buzan, Wæver, & de Wilde, 1998). As Neocleous states,
it is also problematic to restrict securitisation to a new
form of new world order since “the distinction between
war and peace has always been blurred” and that the
discourse on securitisation risks reproducing the liberal
myth that “the state exists in order to realise this ‘liberal
peace’ within civil society” (Neocleous, 2010, p. 9).
In this article, I view securitisation as a concept that
addresses specific elements of how power asymmetries
gain legitimacy in neoliberal forms of governance, foster-
ing a “political culture of danger” (Foucault, 2008, p. 66).
Securitisation signifies how discourses of security gain
hegemony in relation to, for instance, social policies or
human rights. In The Administration of Fear, Paul Virilio
states that:
States are tempted to create policies for the orchestra-
tion and management of fear. Globalisation has pro-
gressively eaten away at the traditional prerogatives
of States (most notably the Welfare state), and they
have to convince citizens that they ensure their phys-
ical safety. A dual health and security ideology have
been established, and it represents a real threat to
democracy. (Virilio, 2012, p. 15)
Securitisation would, from this perspective, suggest that
neoliberalism does not simply hollow out the state
through privatisation and marketization, but rather that
“one of the few aspects of the capitalist state actually re-
inforced under neoliberalism is the security apparatus”
(Neocleous, 2008, p. 159). Studies of the neoliberal refor-
mation of public services, often referred to as NewPublic
management, describe how government agencies are
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turning into various forms of “risk bureaucracies” (Hood,
Rothstein, & Baldwin, 2001) and that risk assessment
has become a kind of universal remedy to recover the
legitimacy of almost any organisation or sector (Power,
2004). Procedures of assessing and managing risk tend
to obstruct and replace the core activities in many areas
(Brown & Calnan, 2010; Power, 1999; Rothstein, Huber,
& Gaskell, 2006).
As Methmann and Rothe (2012) describe, the polit-
ical culture of danger rests on a somewhat paradoxical
dynamic. The focus on security issues draws attention to
politicians’ and authorities’ responsibilities and provides
them with agency. At the same time, expectations are
disclosed as unreasonable. “In the face of the apocalypse,
politicians seem to be too small and ‘human’ to resolve
the dawning crisis—hence, responsibility is handed over
to the arcane and obscure practices and rationalities of
risk management” (Methmann & Rothe, 2012, p. 337).
The inability to resolve the situation does not so much
add up to a legitimacy crisis, but rather becomes a source
of credibility in its own right. A similar paradox is de-
scribed in Mirowski’s (2013) work on the economic melt-
down of 2008 in the US. Mirowski asks how it is possible
that neoliberalism not only survived but even gained le-
gitimacy. Although this crisis demonstrated the destruc-
tive forces of marketisation, it did not lead to a politi-
cal debate on neoliberalism or risk orientation. Rather,
marketisation and risk orientation weremanifested as in-
evitable, only deepening the cult of neoliberal ideology.
Mirowski suggests that confronting crisis and risks do not
make the elephant in the room apparent, but may rather
have the opposite effect. In a similar vein, I suggest that
the seemingly paradoxical situationwhere a government
presenting themselves as feminist launched conservative
and masculinist forms of protectionism, may, in fact, be
viewed as claiming political legitimacy.
3. Masculinity and Protectionism
The article relates to theoretical elaborations of the re-
lation between securitisation and masculinity construc-
tion. It draws on the feminist critique of the state and
security that stresses how protection works as a form of
power relations permeated by masculinity construction.
Security concerns articulate patriarchal logics where “a
real man” is defined as the protector who must “sup-
press his own fears, brace himself and step forward to de-
fend theweak, women and children” (Enloe, 1990, p. 12).
As Stiehm points out, protection must be viewed as a re-
lationship of power, where the protector may “control
the lives of those he protects—in order to ‘better pro-
tect’ them” (Stiehm, 1982, p. 372). These mechanisms
are activated not only in states of war but also when so-
ciety is confronted by terror attacks, crisis situations, and
hazards (Butler, 2004; Gilson, 2014; Puar, 2007).
In her critique of the new security politics follow-
ing the attacks of September 11, Young (2003) formu-
lates a theory of masculinist protectionism drawing on
Foucault’s notion of pastoral power. She argues that, in
the face of risk and looming threats, existingmechanisms
provide legitimacy to paternalistic state powers and tra-
ditional patriarchal forms of masculinity. Young defines
masculinist protectionism as a powerful discursive logic
of distinguishing between those who can provide protec-
tion and those who are rendered passive and in need of
protection. These positions are gendered, as providing
protection is associated with masculinity while being vul-
nerable and unable to protect oneself is associated with
femininity. It also rests on racist agendas, positioning
white men as the “good” men that protect women from
“bad” and “foreign” men. Young especially emphasises
that the position of being vulnerable is circumscribed by
a demand on being grateful and loyal to their protectors:
Public leaders invoke fear, then they promise to keep
those living under them safe. Because we are afraid,
and our fears are stirred by what we see on television
or read in the newspaper, we are grateful to the lead-
ers and ofﬁcers who say that they will shoulder the
risk in order to protect us. The logic of masculinist pro-
tection works to elevate the protector to a position of
superior authority and to demote the rest of us to a
position of grateful dependency. Ideals of democratic
equality and accountability go by the wayside in the
process. (Young, 2003, p. 13)
Following Young, it is possible to draw attention to the
more subtle ways that masculinity is constructed in the
process ofmobilising resources, evoking agency and gain-
ing legitimacy through claims on providing security. An-
other important aspect in relation to Young’s (2003) elab-
oration of masculinist protectionism is the subject of vul-
nerability. Masculinist protectionism rests on the claim
of being in a vulnerable state thatmust be reduced at any
cost. For instance, Ahmed (2004) and Hochschild (2016)
describe right-wing nationalist agendas to be legitimised
by evoking and taking advantage of vague and diffuse
feelings of a society or a nation vulnerable to harm. In
terms ofmasculinity construction, it is also possible to, as
Carroll states, “consider the various strategies by which
white masculinity has transformed the universal into the
particular as a means of restaging universality” (Carroll,
2011, p. 10). Masculinity is thus constructed not just by
distance to vulnerability, since claims on being recog-
nised as vulnerable may also be central to howmasculin-
ity is constructed in neoliberal times. This form of mas-
culinity construction assumes a negative and reduction-
ist view on vulnerability, considering it to be a dangerous
and passive position that must be reduced in accordance
with neoliberal ideals of the responsible, self-sufficient
citizen (Gilson, 2014). Being able to seize and handle vul-
nerability could be considered as a central form of mas-
culinist, heroic achievement that responds to and repro-
duces neoliberal ideals.
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4. Staging Migration as a Security Problem
The idealisation of Sweden as the most secure, modern,
and gender-equal country in the world has been chal-
lenged over the last decades due to growing inequali-
ties and social conflicts (Schierup & Ålund, 2011). For in-
stance, suburban riots and attacks on police and firefight-
ers have gained recognition in international media as dis-
turbing signs to the disarray of the Swedish welfare state
(Ericson, 2014). In the current political debate, this desta-
bilisation is frequently associated with migration, rather
than the neoliberal social reforms of the past decades
(Mulinari, 2016; Scarpa & Schierup, 2018). This associa-
tion was articulated in the autumn of 2015 as the num-
ber of migrants passing the borders of European nations
increased dramatically. Despite previous reports of mi-
grants drowning when attempting to cross the Mediter-
ranean Sea,migration only gained a broader public recog-
nition when increasing numbers of refugees reached the
ferry-terminals and train stations in southern Sweden.
Another important factor was the publication of the
haunting image of the young boy Alan Kurdis’s lifeless
body washed up on the beach in Turkey on September 2.
By September 10, the national agency of crisis prepared-
ness in Sweden, the Swedish Civil Contingency Agency
(MSB), held a first national collaborativemeeting of agen-
cies, county boards, companies, and non-governmental
organisations to address how the Swedish society was
affected. From this point, MSB would hold a central posi-
tion regarding the national management of the situation,
supporting the involved actors, and collecting informa-
tion presented to the government.
The alarming situation for the migrants brought
about a massive manifestation of civilians, who provided
clothes and food to migrants arriving at train stations
in larger cities. Some support was organised but, in
many cases, people’s efforts where spontaneous andmo-
bilised through Facebook, Twitter, and using Swish. At
the beginning of these events, the government officially
supported the civil society. When 15,000 people gath-
ered in Stockholm at a manifestation under the banner
“Refugees welcome”, on September 6 2015, the Prime
Minister held a speech asserting that Sweden would do
everything in its power to assure that “Europe stands up
for inviolable human dignity and rights” and that “we
[the Swedes] will continue to be a country that carries
solidarity as our greatest value” (Government Offices
of Sweden, 2015a). However, two months later, the
progress of the situation and the political conflicts within
the EU forced the government to embark on a radically
different path. By November 12, the PrimeMinister from
the Social Democrats and a minister from the coalition
party, the Green Party, held a press conference to launch
a dramatic change in Swedish policy regarding migration.
Rather than openness and solidarity, it was claimed that
the circumstances demanded Sweden to stop migrants
at the border and adjust to themost restrictivemigration
policies possible within the EU.
The response to this decision was dramatic since it
strongly challenged the spirit of being a nation that “car-
ries solidarity as our greatest value”. It also seemed to ad-
just to the alarmist rhetoric that had been repeated over
the last couple of weeks by right-wing nationalist and
conservative parties stressing that the “naïve” idealisa-
tion of solidarity would cause a “system collapse” (Berg,
2015; Martinsson & Reimers, 2017; Scarpa & Schierup,
2018). Although officials fromMSB had previously stated
that there was no substance in claiming that the soci-
ety was facing “a system collapse” (MSB, 2015) the gov-
ernment has now stated that the dramatic decision was
based on information provided not only by the secu-
rity police, but also by the MSB. It was declared that
“the national status report produced by the Swedish Civil
Contingencies Agency…points tomajor strains on several
vital public services” (Government Offices of Sweden,
2015b). Based on this information, the Prime Minister
and the minister of the Green Party, literary in tears, pro-
claimed that “Sweden is in need of breathing space”. The
metaphor of “breathing space” has received much criti-
cism as a profoundly cynical way of describing the situ-
ation, considering that migrants were fleeing terror and
sadistic killings, as well as defying the high probability of
drowning while crossing the Mediterranean Sea.
The decision was a devastating blow to the mobil-
isation of civil society in support of migrants, as well
as to the general spirit of Sweden as a country that
would stand out and serve as an exception to the cold-
hearted nationalist and xenophobic mentality sweeping
through Europe. It exposed the image of Sweden as
a secure, modern, and gender-equal country to what
Lauren Berlant (2011) has described as the “cruel opti-
mism” of being confronted with “the dissolution of ob-
jects/scenarios that had once held the space open for
the good-life fantasy” (Berlant, 2011, p. 3). The spirit
of being able to stand out was exposed as a form of
naivety which, for the moment, had to be abandoned,
thus taking a “breathing space” in an effort to handle
the alarming situation. In line with what Methmann and
Rothe (2012) describe, it seems that politicians were po-
sitioned as central actors, while at the same time staging
as unable to resolve the situation and forced to pass over
responsibility to secure the authorities’ administrative
procedures. Their position as protectors was enhanced
through claims of being in a dramatically vulnerable po-
sition, expressed as being unable to breathe.
Rather than becoming a blow to the confidence in
politicians, especially a government of Social Democrats’
ability to resolve the situation, the memory of these
events has now become a sign of a vigorous political abil-
ity to take charge. The events provide a form ofmasculin-
ist protectionism, staging politicians as brave defenders
who were forced to make difficult and unpopular deci-
sions that may seem or “feel” wrong by the “naïve” gen-
eral public. In one of the posters presented to be used for
the election 2018, the Social Democrats stated that “We
take charge of Sweden’s security—The Swedish model
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shall be developed, not dismantled”. The text was illus-
trated with an image of border police officers on a train
engaged in checking the identity papers of the passen-
gers, thus carrying out the demand of stopping migrants
at the border.
5. The People’s Home Becoming Unfamiliar
The events of autumn 2015 brought an escalating aware-
ness that the influence of international security forums
and policies of the EU—such as the Dublin regulation
and Schengen agreement that would supposedly guard
against violations of human rights and the surge for total-
itarian political regimes—was deteriorating. This was not
a specifically Swedish phenomenon. But in the Swedish
case, the demands on re-imagining politics, the EU, and
international relations must also be viewed in relation
to the national idealism of imagining Sweden as a role
model of a modern and gender-equal society, where
the state guarantees the wealth of the population. The
“people´s home” became violently unfamiliar and this in-
trigued the surge for restoration and manifestation that
this “home”was still there, somewhere. It just needed to
catch its breath for a while.
In her ground-breaking work on ghosts and haunt-
ing, Avery Gordon (2008) argues that we need concepts
and theoretical models that describe the power that is
manifested as a form of present absence, as for instance
in events when we become aware of or are unable to
disregard that something is missing. The things or peo-
ple that are not present can become a dramatic pres-
ence due to their absence and the very fact of their non-
attendance can have a powerful influence on social rela-
tions. In the second edition to the book, Gordon states
that her project may have seemed obscure in the 1990’s,
but that the elaborations made much more sense in
relation to the aftermath of the September 11 attacks
and the global war on terror. At this point, the figure
of ghosts was evoked as a means of warfare, such as in
the cases of “ghost-airplanes, ghost prisons, ghost ‘de-
tainees’” (Gordon, 2008, p. xix). The theoretical elabora-
tion on hauntings and ghostly matters help to explain el-
ementary aspects of how securitisation evokes a form of
liminal space or state of exception. In relation to the sub-
ject of this article, the term haunting can help to concep-
tualise the lingering anxiety arising as the self-acclaimed
feminist Swedish government would not only challenge
the image of Sweden as an exception, but also use this
image so as to make claims that closing the borders
for migrants was the only way to secure the traditional
“Swedish model” of a modern and gender-equal society.
This ideal of Sweden evolved as a powerfully haunting
image, in line with what Gordon describes as those “in-
stanceswhen home becomes unfamiliar when your bear-
ings on the world lose direction” (Gordon, 2008, p. xvi).
In the Swedish context, the refugee situation became
specifically haunting since it did not just consider the le-
gitimacy of the EU or international infrastructures such
as theUN, but also challenged the idealisation of Sweden
as a rolemodel when it comes to social and gender-equal
policies. It exposed the self-conception of Sweden as a
nation that “carries solidarity as our greatest character”
as a castle in the air. But rather than doing away with
this idealism, it seems that there are many efforts to re-
work the notion of solidarity so as to declare that, in fact,
the idealism was defended. To do this, some forms of
lives were rendered unaccountable or, following Butler
(2004), ungrievable. The idealisation of Sweden as the
most secure, modern, and gender-equal country in the
world adheres to a form of necropolitics, forcing citizens
to develop their ability to grieve the lives of those who
contribute to the welfare system (by working, consum-
ing, paying taxes, and living according to gender-equal
values) while at the same time developing the ability to
stay cold-hearted in relation to those others who are po-
sitioned as tearing or plaguing the system.
In the aftermath of the acute events during the au-
tumn of 2015, the Swedish government has intensified
the search for migrants who refuse to leave the coun-
try after having their application for asylum rejected by
the Swedish Migrations Agency. This situation has espe-
cially escalated as a consequence of the terror attack in
Stockholm on April 9 2017. The man driving the truck
down a pedestrian street in central Stockholm, killing
five people, was positioned as an illegal migrant who re-
mained in the country after his application for asylum
had been rejected. The Prime Minister has stated that
in an effort to prevent these types of attacks in the fu-
ture, more forceful routines of deportation and policing
of migrants was required as a continuation and reassur-
ance of the government’s orientation of being tough on
migration (Government Offices of Sweden, 2017).
6. Conclusions
In this article, I have touched upon the conflicting ways
in which the idealisation of Sweden as a modern and
gender-equal country was articulated as a focal point in
the establishment of threat and crisis narratives in rela-
tion to the dramatic events of the refugee crisis in 2015.
Sweden’s association with gender equality and a mod-
ern welfare state was positioned as a trait to be pow-
erfully defended, but also as a form of weakness that
made the society vulnerable to threats. First of all, when
the Swedish government was forced to adjust to the re-
cent years’ political orientation of antiterrorism and re-
strictive immigration policies, it required that Swedish
exceptionalism be reformulated as constituting a form
of naivety, by claims that this was not the time for ide-
alism but rather a realist approach. The statement on
being naïve expressed that the ideals of the “people’s
home”, with its values on solidarity and gender equal-
ity, had to be abandoned in an effort to hold on to the
prophecy of regaining its former glory in the future. At
the same time, it silenced that the welfare state system
had been dismantled by the neoliberal reforms that have
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dominated Social Democratic politics since the 1990’s
(Mulinari, 2016; Scarpa & Schierup, 2018).
Second, staging a nation, in this case Sweden, as hav-
ing been naïve, effectively changed the legitimate refer-
ence object of the welfare state from vulnerable people
to the authorities’ vulnerability and urgency of regaining
control. Thereby, authorities were able to make claims
on legitimacywhich theywould not otherwise have been
able tomake. Citizens were asked to trust the authorities
and not directly engage with vulnerable groups, thus de-
politicising conducts and routines by the authorities that
entailed racial profiling and violations of human rights.
It also drew attention to increased demands on authori-
ties to be more determined in taking actions against mi-
grants that had had their asylum application rejected. At
the same time, NGO’s and activists that supportmigrants
where positioned as a security threat. The issue is then
no longer the abandonment of Swedish exceptionalism,
but rather how Swedish exceptionalism was reclaimed
through securitisation. As I have argued, one expression
of this was how the Social Democrats used securitisation
in the promotion for the election in 2018. In these pro-
cesses, vulnerable groupswhowere not able to “manage
their risks” were positioned as tearing on the “system”
and rendered ungrievable.
In The Cultural Politics of Emotions (2004), Sarah
Ahmed asks: “How does a nation come to be imagined
as having a ‘soft touch’?” She takes the example of right-
wing nationalist rhetoric where politicians are stated to
have failed to protect the nation by becoming soft on
policies regarding immigration, equality, and egalitarian-
ism. The target of this rhetoric was the so-called “polit-
ical correctness” that had supposedly made the nation
vulnerable and open to being “injured by these others,
who are taking what is yours” (Ahmed, 2004, p. 1). This
way of ascribing a soft skin to the nation, and the loom-
ing apocalyptic gaze that it performs, is very similar to the
manner in which securitisation discourses were circulat-
ing in the Swedish context. But it does not just concern
the form of blatant xenophobia that Ahmed describes,
where the “others” were portrayed as robbing or swamp-
ing the nation. Rather, it could also entail a banal and lin-
gering sense of loss. In the Swedish case, this connects
to a form of confrontation with the present absence of
the modern, secure, and gender-equal society, which
paves way for a general surge of, or incitement for, polit-
ical narratives that promise to be able to regain Swedish
exceptionalism. As I have suggested in this article, this
promise may enforce a “culture of danger” and securiti-
sation that further extends the political hegemony of ne-
oliberal reforms as well as the disciplining mechanism of
masculinist protectionism that demands citizens to sub-
ject to the protectors’ superior authority and accept a
passive position as grateful dependants. The surge for
reassuring Swedish exceptionalism merges with securiti-
sation, suggesting that citizenship is exclusive for those
who “do well” while vulnerable groups, as well as po-
litical activism, become associated with security threats.
In this case, the articulation of Swedish exceptionalism,
in the establishment of threat and crisis narratives, may
prove counterproductive and rather reproduce and in-
crease social inequality and polarisation.
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